
Initiative Creates Culturally
Competent Teachers
S

everal national studies indicate that teachers are the single most deter-
mining school-based factor that facilitates students’ higher-order
learning, creativity, literacy and social skills in ways that positively pre-

dict student achievement, graduation rates and college eligibility among
Latino youth. Unfortunately, many of this country’s Latino students do not
have access to star-quality teachers.

Students in low-income and minority schools, many comprised of large
numbers of English learners and students with disabilities, tend to learn
from the least experienced and least effective, according to Angela
Valenzuela, president for School Partnerships within the Division of
Diversity and Community Engagement at the University of Texas-Austin.
“This sets into motion a revolving door of underprepared and undersup-
ported novice teachers, creating a teacher retention issue on top of the
already existing Latino recruitment issue,” says Valenzuela.

To provide Latino students with the quality teachers they deserve and
require, the National Latino Education Research Agenda Project (NLERAP)
has partnered with a number of colleges and universities across the nation
to establish the Teacher Education Institute initiative. This initiative is a
teacher-preparation pipeline for Hispanic high school youth that is com-
munity-based and university-connected.

Universities participating in the initiative include the University of North
Texas-Dallas, California State University-Sacramento, University of Wisconsin-
Milwaukee, University of Illinois-Chicago and Brooklyn College (N.Y.).

NLERAP (pronounced nelrap) established the Teacher Education
Institute (TEI) initiative in 2009. The initiative draws on a wealth of
research that demonstrates the effect that quality teachers have on the
learning and education of all youth. It also draws on the concept of multi-
ple pathways that seek to partner public and secondary education institu-
tions as a means of providing opportunities for students – in this case,
future teachers – with the academic and real-world preparation that will
facilitate their successful entry into their teaching careers.

The prime strategy of the TEI initiative is GYO, or grow your own teach-
ers. Valenzuela, who directs NLERAP as well as the Texas Center for
Education Policy, says the idea of GYO is to apply the knowledge that the
partner institutions already have about Latina and Latino teachers to the
initiative and use it to engineer the opportunity to turn the best and bright-
est Latinos and Latinas into certified teachers. For example, research
shows that after obtaining teacher certification, Latino and Latina teachers
are more likely to teach in hard-to-staff schools relative to their non-
Latino, mostly Anglo, counterparts. On a positive note, once in these
schools, Latinos and Latinas have higher retention rates in comparison to
their Anglo peers who teach in the same schools.

“GYO responds directly to this unfortunate, widespread practice of depriv-
ing our youth of experienced and effective teachers, many of whom labor and
toil in classrooms without experienced and expert mentorship. It should,
therefore, be no surprise that despite massive demographic shifts, only 7.1
percent of all of our nation’s teachers are Latina or Latino,” says Valenzuela.

Observational data collected by many scholars further indicate that
such teachers, because they either come from the same communities or
because they teach in a community that is similar to the ones that they
come from, are positive role models to the Latino youth who call these
communities home. “As role models, these teachers are able to draw on
shared experiences, languages and understandings in order to connect
well to the students, parents, local officials and the like,” says Valenzuela.

Valenzuela is confident that engineering the opportunity, as she puts it,
for a certified Hispanic teacher work force to teach in hard-to-staff schools
puts the initiative on a path to success. But she points out that there are
other aspects of the initiative that must be in place simultaneously for the
initiative to enjoy unmitigated success.

Valenzuela cites several goals of the initiative. First, she wants to create
a national and site-based infrastructure to support the NLERAP mission,
while it creates a critical mass of culturally competent educators. This has
been unfolding gradually at each site since 2009, and it grows out of prior
relationship-building, alliances, histories of community organizing, advo-
cacy and policy development. “Local boards will develop the partners and
design the GYO initiative in ways that work for their communities, involving
select high schools and feeder patterns, and will involve memoranda of
understanding so that when the teachers obtain their credential, a job will
be right there waiting for them, either in their very same community of ori-
gin or in one that is roughly similar to it,” says Valenzuela.

Another of Valenzuela’s goals involves making wholesale, systemic
changes in higher education teacher preparation. Partner institutions who
participate in the TEI initiative expose new as well as future teachers to a
rigorous university curriculum centered on equity, an ethic of caring,
social justice and culturally relevant pedagogy, in which multiple forms of
literacy are nurtured, such as numeracy, reading, writing, science and per-
sonal finance. Partner institutions will also focus on bilingualism and bilit-
eracy and will fully equip pre-service teachers with an understanding of
inequality and the technologies of power so that children can be civically
engaged and globally competent, able to navigate multiple symbolic, cul-
tural, social, economic, linguistic and geophysical borders.

Valenzuela says that as one drills down further into the initiative, each
partnering university will offer two signature courses with a curriculum
designed by members of the TEI initiative. The two courses will teach socio-
cultural and sociopolitical awareness, together with a community action
research framework that consists of participatory action research and other
approaches. These courses will encourage and teach future teachers how to
create and use data so they, too, can become agents of change.

“What we have here is a culling of our decades-long personal research
agendas, findings and experiences within teacher preparation into a strate-
gic intervention that we believe will have catalytic, creative effects for our
communities – far beyond the specific goal of the teacher-preparation
pipeline. This will require systemic change with respect to higher education
teacher-preparation programs in order for all of this to come to fruition.

INNOVATIONS/PROGRAMS
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This is all very exciting for us, as you can imagine,” says Valenzuela.
The NLERAP and TEI initiatives both fall under the large umbrella of the

University of Texas-Austin’s Texas Center for Education Policy, a university-
wide education policy center committed to research on equity and excellence
in PK-16 education. The center promotes interdisciplinary and collaborative
research, analysis and dissemination of information to affect the development
of educational policy by bringing together university entities in partnership
with local, state, national and international education communities.

As the center’s director, Valenzuela is most interested in changing pub-
lic education policy for the better. As a result of the TEI initiative, she
expects that policies in the following areas could change: teacher quality,
teacher shortages, teacher preparation, assessment, retention and repre-
sentation; professional development; public school administration and
leadership; parental and community engagement; high school graduation;
college eligibility, enrollment and completion; and effective development of
learning communities in schools.

“Teacher preparation alone is a significant intervention. We are already
witnessing adjustments that universities have to make in order to accom-
modate our signature courses,” says Valenzuela.

The very act of bringing together stakeholder communities across the
sites, Valenzuela says, has engendered ample discussion regarding the
kinds of policies and interventions that are required to create the viable
teacher pipeline initiative that Valenzuela envisions, as well as conversa-
tions about other areas that need to be remedied.

Currently American public education is enduring significant budget cuts.
As a result, while many teachers are poised to retire, many others are losing
their jobs due to those budget cuts. At the same time, teacher quality has also
received heightened policy attention in national-level news and policy circles.

“Because of these unparalleled shifts, changing demographics and
heightened policy discourses, we enter the fray with a concrete solutions-
oriented, community-anchored, and research-based approach that we
think has widespread policy implications simply by facilitating a connect-
ing of the dots throughout our community and country. The TEI initiative is
currently developing a communications strategy, under the auspices of a
grant from Kellogg, that promises to amplify the great work that our very
talented community has undertaken in ways that we think will have multi-
plier effects in the areas of research, policy and practice,” says Valenzuela.

According to Valenzuela, the TEI initiative and NLERAP have formed a
number of partnerships across the county that have developed an infrastruc-
ture to sustain the pipeline project well into the future. For example, in Dallas,
LULAC National Educational Service Center will partner with the University of
North Texas-Dallas. In California, Families in Schools in Los Angeles will part-
ner with California State University-Sacramento. La Casa de Esperanza Inc. will
partner with the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee. In Illinois, the Puerto
Rican Cultural Center will partner with the University of Illinois-Chicago, and
in New York City, El Puente will partner with Brooklyn College.

On a national level, the GYO initiatives have realized success in several

regions. Valenzuela says that an anthology authored by Elizabeth Skinner,
María Teresa Garretón, and Brian D. Schultz, titled Grow Your Own
Teachers: Grassroots Change for Teacher Education, chronicles the suc-
cess of the initiative in Illinois. The Illinois model was legislatively devel-
oped out of the 2004 passage of the Grow Your Own Teachers Act passed
by the Illinois state Legislature, providing an educational opportunity to
paraprofessionals within the Chicago inner city, mostly Latino areas. With
500 teacher candidates currently in the pipeline as the result of a consor-
tium of 16 community-based organizations partnering with a higher educa-
tion institution and a school district, the model invests and builds on the
talent that resides within the local communities and neighborhoods. By
2016, GYO Illinois hopes to place 1,000 teachers in local schools, with the
bulk of them teaching within 40 miles of where they grew up.

“Current data from this effort demonstrate a direct, positive impact of
these teachers because the model taps into their assets, strengths, cultures,
dialects, languages and experiences. What makes our approach different from
other teacher-preparation and recruitment models is that the NLERAP/TEI ini-
tiative is community-centered and also reforms teacher-preparation curricu-
lum within higher education. Other approaches are simply about getting more
black and brown bodies into the teacher work force. We seek to cultivate cul-
turally and politically competent teachers so that they can enter the school
system with an assets-based perspective,” says Valenzuela.

While the GYO initiative is primarily targeting Latino and Latina youth,
Valenzuela points out that the TEI board membership is multiethnic and
inclusive. “We think that all communities, all groups, should tackle these
problems head on in the ways that we and others propose,” says Valenzuela.
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